
 

 

Week 7 
 
SLW Black 
The Falcons SLW Black played an exceptional game against the Bourbonnais Bears.  Not a 
cloud in sight on this warm sunny day, yet Brown and Phillips ran through the Bears defense 
with lightning speed to score touchdowns.  The hard hits made by Januszewski, Parrish, Strock, 
Olaleye,  Pierre-Antoine,  Lamonto, Jedlowski, Reasonova, McCarthy, Purpura, Pellegrini, 
Hackett, Heerde, Janowski, Rocklin, Teske, Faille, Ball, C. Low, Kepuraitis, Crowley, D. Low, 
Hagemaster, Ransford and Welker made a thunderous noise throughout the field.  The Falcons 
SLW Black’s character out shined their athletic abilities and impressed this reporter beyond 
words. 
 

SLW Blue 
Blue hosted the Jr. Knights at LW East High School. A LaPonte to Wiechers pass and 2 long 
Wiechers TD's lit the scoreboard early. Kekatos added a long TD of his own. Maniatis, Pope, 
Johnson, Kocka, Duggan, Mrozik, Sroka, Kwiecinski, Byrne, M. Straight, Rodriguez, Skrzynski 
and Winters showed solid defensive plays and secured a 5th quarter contest win. The 4 quarter 
game was impressive for the Falcons. A 29 yard TD run by D. Straight set the tone, followed by 
O'Brochta's PAT run behind a crushing Scianna block. Jones's accurate passing and standout 
line plays from Dauber, Michaels, Bell, Emery and Willis set up two long O'Brochta TD runs. The 
blocking duo of Stolarek and Adamo opened several huge holes. Cumbee and Spencer were 
key contributors to the team's most solid defensive performance of the season. 4 forced 
turnovers, including a Scianna pickup at the 2 yard line and a red zone interception by Michaels 
helped lead to a 19-12 victory. 
 
 
LW Black 
The LW Black Falcons beat the Bourbonnais Bears 14-6 this weekend in a tough battle.  The 
Falcons racked up 218 rushing yards led by Johnson (103 yards), Beltz (2 TD’s), Slager, Geijer, 
Rojas and Schipiour.  Great offensive line play by, Marchert, Wassall, Flaherty, Melby, Herlihy, 
Zajac, and Lieberstein.  Defensive leaders were Geijer, Bouck, Beltz, Slager (1 INT), Rojas, 
Sciniski and Johnson. 

The 5th quarter squad also had a victory. On offense, we were led by the running of Heerde (40 
yd. TD), Keegan (32 yards total) and a great one-handed 11 yd. TD reception by Majcina from 
Keegan. Defensively, we were led by Clark, Majcina, McCreary, Heerde, Chillon (forced a 
fumble), and Arndt. 

 



LW Blue 
LW Blue suffered a tough 14-0 loss to the New Lennox Knights to even their record at 3-3. A 
respectable defensive effort fell short, as the offense was unable to generate any significant 
attack. Tackles from DeJulius, Moll, Simon, Page, Jaber, Robinson, VJTeodoro, JWright, and 
Stilp, TFL’s from Michaels, JWright, Fitzpatrick, Franklin, and VTeodoro, plus a sack and a TFL 
from Bellavia kept the game close. Unfortunately, the defense failed to contain the Knights on 
two 4th downs and forever in the first half that led directly to Knight TD’s and ultimately sealed 
the outcome of the game.  5thQBlue also faced a strong attack from New Lennox in a 21-7 loss. 
Paull, Groen, Melendez, and Phaby recorded tackles while Wiechers had a TFL. On offense, 
PNikolic snagged a deep pass from Wiechers and took it to the house for the lone Falcon’s 
score while Ostrowski and Tremblay contributed some tough carries.  

 
LW White 
The White fifth quarter defense showed they meant business from the time they set foot on the 
field. Looper, Lemons, Rispoli, James, Anderson, Hackett, Amendola and Matthew Bruns got 
the job done. Danny Paliga picked up a fumbled ball to give the Falcons their first possession of 
the game. Edwards quickly put six on the scoreboard. During the next drive, Polad’s passes 
were received by Looper and McConnell. Leonard and Matthew Bruns darted back and forth to 
move the ball downfield. Vander Kooi got in the corner of the end zone to score another 
touchdown. The period would end with a score of 12 to 0. Regulation play was no different. 
Turner, Wheeler, Murray, Guzy, and Jelley made great defensive plays. At one point, Hackett 
came out of nowhere to sack the quarterback. Lublow and Burks connected several times 
resulting in 2 touchdowns and 1 point after. Lublow would score the Falcons’ third touchdown 
with a 65 yard run straight into the end zone. Ronza ran the ball in for a 1 point conversion.  
These boys enjoyed celebrating their first hard- earned win of the season.    

 
 
JV Black 
 
JV Blue – No Reporter 
 
JV White 
Criscione started the fifth quarter out right by moving downfield and then pushing the pile into 
the end zone to score the first Falcons’ TD. Helmin connected with Vaundry, O’Connell  and 
Schmidt  before scoring a touchdown himself on a quarterback keeper. The defensive line of 
Moore, Rispoli, DeButch, Gritzenbach and Piotrowski prevented Manhattan from getting on the 
board. Regulation play began with a great kick by Rodriguez. Carr, Narel, Pollack, Paliga, 
Bruns, Kazmierczak, Huguelet and McDermed played amazing defense.  Morrissey put six 
points on the board after a 15-yard run. Bachler not only ran in the extra point but on the next 
possession, carried the ball for 62 yards to score a touchdown. McDermed scored the next 
Falcons’ TD. Ronza snapped to Rodriquez who kicked in 2 points.  McGivern then connected 
with Zelenika for a 30-yard touchdown pass. McDermed easily ran the ball in for the next six. 
The final score was Falcons 33, Manhattan 6. 

 



 
 
V Black – No Article this week 
 
V Blue 
 
V White 
Falcons Varsity White came out ready to win. The opening play of the game saw an 80-yard 
opening kick-off return touchdown by Kaminski with the extra point by Thibault. White is up 8-0 
in the first 15 seconds of the game. Fumble recovery by Harris and White takes possession of 
ball again. McCormick caught two big passes from Walsh to lead the Falcons down the field and 
Walsh with a quarterback keeper runs the ball in for a touchdown. Kick is good by Thibault and 
Falcons up 14-0. Defense was on fire with tackles by Polka, Parkinson, Burton, Harris, Gold, 
Kaminski and Muhammad. Second quarter started just like the first with an early touchdown by 
McCormick. Extra point no good. Offense was unstoppable with runs by McCormick, Binder, 
Muhammad, Weaver, Bierman and Polka. The blocking lead by Diehl, Russo, Sottosanto and 
Farhoud. Big interception by McCormick and Touchdown run by Weaver. Falcons up 28-0 going 
into halftime. Third and fourth quarter offense was led by Polka, Zavis, Gold, Burton, Bierman, 
Russo, Harris, Brozovic, Harper, Batson and Parkinson. The defense lead by Sottosanto, 
Hackett, Gold, Binder, Lantz, Kaminski, Byrne and Parkinson held Manhattan to a scoreless 
game and Varsity White wins 28-0. 
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